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**Market Street**

Market Street could act more strongly as a multi-use space without losing parking.

- better connected
- focal points celebrated
- traffic impact improvement
- greening

Traffic specialists have produced initial concepts.

1. lively, interesting shop fronts
2. multi-use space
3. focal point

The improved space could act as a linkage for the town centre and the Quay.

- new one-way system could reduce conflict and allow Market Street to work harder
- space could be improved with lighting, planting and painted facades to enhance the space for events & performances
- existing parking could be maintained
- connection to Quay could be clearer and more attractive with enhanced pocket parks, surfacing and interpretation
- improved space could enhance the setting of the war memorial and St. Peter’s Church
- a one way system could prevent congestion at junction

\[ visit: kent.gov.uk/sandwichtownreview or fill out a paper questionnaire whilst visiting the exhibition \]